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Price: 3.590 ¤

Concept:

The DT-Series is presented as both very light and reliable units,
consisting of two independently operating Class BD amplification
modules with patented Digital Trilevel Technology circuits. On
first audition, the DTs sound as good as the most renowned
analogue amps. When listening more carefully one can perceive:
In the high- and midrange they sound noticeably clearer and in
the bass range they offer more pressure than their analogue
competition.

Alexander Donath

Product Manager at Martin Professional

Maximal output power is often the key decisive factor when buying
a PA Power amplifier. Until the advent of digital techniques, high
output power was completely connected with high weight. Eclers
DT6800 digital amplifier shows us how lightweight an amp can
be despite offering loads of power.

The DT6800 weights even less than 10 kg, so our first reaction
after taking the unit in our hands was utter amazement. In this
aspect, we even presume that the greater part of the weight must
go to the stable metal enclosure made of black steel plate and
a several millimetre thick silver front panel. Around the chassis
and inside the amp one can find a large number of professional
details. The mains cable can be removed and attached via a
Powercon connector, the level controls are recessed and the silk-
printing of all functions is optimally legible.  However, for the
scaling of the level potentiometers, a linear rather than a dB-Scale
has been preferred. Almost half of the front panel is devoted to
the large ventilation shafts. A set of plastic caps for the level
controls are provided to avoid manipulation when the unit is to
be used in fixed installations or preconfigured systems. The input
signal arrives at the Ecler DT6800 via two balanced XLR
connectors at the rear panel. A further XLR connector pair
provides a signal loop for hooking up other amplifiers to the same
input signal. The nominal input level can be adjusted with two
recessed DIP-switches. Finally, loudspeaker signals leave the
DT6800 via two Speakon sockets. Locking connectors and large
contact areas, as well as guaranteed user safety are a must for

this kind of output power, so no further loudspeaker connections
are provided. A set of handles on the front control panel and
protuding metal pieces on the rear connector surface protect the
unit against mechanical damage. Installing the amplifier in a
standard rack cabinet is straightforwardly done via four mounting
holes. A look inside the DT6800 will surely bring joy to any
technician. The first thing that grabbed our attention was the
service friendly and robust build quality. The circuit boards,
partially populated with SMD components, are tropicalized. This
means that these amps withstand condensation humidity, salty
liquids and extreme temperature oscillations. Additionally, the DT
amplifiers conform to the European regulation that examines
devices intended for continuous transportation along bad
condition roads.

Therefore, hard touring stress and uncareful handling are no issue
for this power amplifier.

The small size of most electronic components is surprising, too.
In comparison to an equivalent analogue amp, both the necessary
cooling systems and the power supplies of the DT’s are
considerably smaller and therefore lighter. Thanks to Eclers Digital
Trilevel Technology, heat sinks are even smaller than the ones
found in conventional digital amps. The efficiency of Eclers DTs
reaches 90% and the residual heat production gets evacuated
at the front with the help of a temperature controlled fan.

Such a power horse is naturally predestined to drive the subs of
an active PA system. For such a task, first of all large output
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powers are required but on the other hand it’s in this situation
where  possible performance flaws become evident.

A common criticism point against digital amplifiers has traditionally
been the hardness of switched mode power supplies.
Conventional power amps are considered to be sonically superior
in this case, showing better distortion figures. Following system
was set-up in order to test performance: We connected our amp
to a stack of three 18’’ direct radiation bass speakers. The DT6800
operates nearly at its maximum output power, as the speaker
impedance is approximately 2,3 Ohm, providing almost 3kW. The
result is pretty remarkable. The subwoofers produce an incredible
foundation and offer an astounding dynamic range. The feared
hardness does simply not exist, even difficult music material such
a plucked double bass does not sound different played on an
analogue amplifier.

In the next test the DT6800 drives a passively separated PA
system, consisting of a 18’’ subwoofer and a 15/2’’ mid-high
enclosure. The total load impedance of 8 Ohm draws
approximately 1000 Watt of power. Consequently, our amp
operates quite relaxed. No hardness can be appreciated here,
either. The Ecler DT6800 sounds pleasingly analogue. At this
point, the Digital Trilevel Technology audibly shows its second
advantage. Besides the aforesaid increased efficiency, Eclers
engineers have put special effort on providing a remarkably
natural music reproduction. The bass sounds tight and dynamic
and the large output power pulls the best out of the 18’’, almost
overriding the known drawbacks of a passive crossover. Special

attention has to be taken when choosing the crossover filter. At
these power magnitude, passive components operate at their
physical limit.

A comprehensive collection of protection circuits cares for
absolute operating safety under all circumstances. The status of
the relevant audio signals can be monitored with a set of five LED
indicators per channel. Besides the usual protections against DC,
excessive temperature and short-circuit (the DTs are fully
protected against continuous shorts), these amps also feature
an on-board limiter. An intelligent circuit analyzes the output signal
and inaudibly reacts when an overload is about to occur. Signal
frequencies below 20 Hz get attenuated by a subsonic filter.

An amazing fact about the DT6800 grabbed our attention: Even
when operating in stereo at 4 Ohm, output power is around 3600
Watt, which is 80 Watt more than the power offered by our mains
supply limited with the typical 16 A circuit breaker. At full power
on 2 Ohm, full 3000 Watt are “missing” from mains. Nevertheless,
there is no problem when powering the unit from just one mains
phase.  A soft-start circuit helps during power-up.

The power supplies of Eclers DTs show more than enough power
reserves when fully loaded, so that signal peaks are faithfully
reproduced and possible overloads on the power rails are
effectively dealt with.

Besides the DT6800, Ecler markets a further power amplifier in
the DT series called DT4800. This model offers a little less output
power (2 x 1320 W on 4 Ohm), which on the other hand is quite
a lot, too. All other features are identical with the DT6800 model.

Conclusion

Power has its price tag, but thanks to digital amplifier technology,
almost no weight. Eclers digital amplifiers are presented as reliable
workhorses in the upper range of PA power amplifiers. They are
therefore specially interesting for rental companies or well booked
bands with corresponding audience numbers.

Concerning the prevalent prejudices against the hard sound of
digital amps, there is no reason to worry. The DT amps really
sound analogue.

Datos técnicos

Potencia 2 x 3320 Watios / 2 Ohm

2 x 1794 Watios / 4 Ohm

2 x 960 Watios / 8 Ohm

Margen frecuencial 10 Hz – 35 kHz

Diafonía >65 dB / 1 kHz

THD <0.05 % / 1 kHz

TIM100 <0.04 % / 1 kHz

Amortiguamiento >350 / 8 Ohm

Relación Señal-Ruido >85 dB

Conexiones XLR (in) Speakon (out)

Peso 9.8 Kg.


